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Other e-resources available via OpenAthens
Anatomy.tv powered by Primal Pictures
The most comprehensive, accurate and detailed 3D models of the human body. It
covers muscle function, injuries and more, providing over 6,500 3D anatomical
structures, clinical slides, dissections, illustrations, animations and much more.

Morley subscribes to a number of e-resources including the ProQuest eBrary.
All the resources are free to use via OPENATHENS.
How do I find OpenAthens?
Go to the Moodle homepage at http://vle.morleycollege.ac.uk/ and look for the
OPENATHENS tab. There is no need to log in to use OpenAthens.

The eBrary
The Ebrary is a collection of over 500 e-books.
Most of the books are linked to GCSE/A/AS/NVQ and BTEC examination courses.
How do I search the collection?
Click the Search button to see the whole list, or use Browse Subjects or the Advanced
Search to narrow the search.
Once you have selected your book, you
can either:
•
•
•
•
•

Read it online
Print up to 5% of the book
Download a chapter
Add it to your Bookshelf
Download the whole book to a
mobile device (for up to 21 days)

Arts on Film Archive—University of Westminster
This offers on-line access to a large range of films on art produced in the United
Kingdom since the 1950s, and is a unique record of British and international postwar art, as well as of documentary film-making in the UK.
British Library Sound Archive
Archival Sound Recordings is the result of a development project to increase
access to the British Library Sound Archive's extensive collections.
Oxford Music Online
Oxford Music Online is the gateway offering users the ability to access and crosssearch multiple music reference resources in one location.
Oxford Art Online
Oxford Art Online is the access point for Grove Art Online, the Benezit Dictionary
of Artists, and other Oxford art reference resources.
The Oxford History of Western Music
An account of the evolution of Western classical music by one of the most
prominent and provocative musicologists of our time, Richard Taruskin.
ProQuest Vogue—fashion archive
A complete searchable archive of American Vogue, from the first issue in 1892 to
the current month, reproduced in high-resolution colour page images.
———————————————————————————————————
JSTOR
JSTOR provides access to over 2,700 journals and 2,000 ebooks.
www.jstor.org
Username: MorleyCollege
Password: knowledge2019

